
conservative independent celebrate life social achievement oriented

not a risk taker self-reliant laugh frequently generous driven for success

cautious boundless sense of humor helpful set goals

predictable liberated joyful friendly high standards

long-term planner unrestricted spontaneous compassionate challenges self

value traditions autonomous witty caring committed

focus on safety measures inexhaustible playful kind triumphant

prepared for emergencies seek novelty cheerful hospitable persistent

concern for financial security risk taker positive outlook peacemaker purposeful

adequate shelter secure never bored seek variety family oriented competent

disaster plan in place own best friend seek novelty joiner courageous

invests wisely flexible spirited affectionate confident

saver creative enthusiastic deep feelings winner

organized relax easily engaging healthy intimacy enjoy competition

punctual peaceful amusing cooperative value recognition

responsible immune to rules game player out-going seek attention/fame

loyal seek alternative innovative nurturer decisive

dependable create options active in sports empathetic determined

knows self-defense adventurous enjoy art, music diplomatic indefatigable

daily exercise welcome change enjoy comedy patient seek proficiency

routine physical assessment not time constricted never bored communicate clearly constant improvement

keep regular daily routine detached light-hearted collaborate infallible

get adequate rest unobstructed love for learning trustworthy control destiny

family planning refuse restrains highly creative mediator strength of convictions

stable long-term relationship limitless enjoy parties/festivals team player high self-esteem

Total: Total: Total: Total: Total: 0

*Taken from Dr. Glasser Choice Theory/Reality Therapy course.

Basic Needs Assesment

POWERSURVIVAL FREEDOM FUN LOVE & BELONGING

Mark an X next to the term/statement that most resonantes with you.  Then total the selected.

According to Choice Theory concepts, all behavior is purposeful. Everything you do is your attempt to get what you want using the information 

available to you. You are motivated by five basic needs, with one or more being most important to you.
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Scoring the Assessment

Survival

Love & Belonging

Power

Freedom

Fun

This need encompasses pleasure, play, humor, relaxation and relevant learning.

Total the Xs in each column.  The need with the most Xs would be the leading motivation, while the need with the least Xs 

is less important.

This is a physiological need encompassing everything you need to sustain life, such as health, shelter and nourishment. 

Reproductive sex includes survival of the species. The psychological component to this need involves feeling safe and 

secure.

The need for Love & Belonging includes the drive to be connected with others, such as friends, family, intimate 

partners, co-workers, pets and the groups you affiliate with.

This need involves the desire to matter, make a difference, achieve, be competent, recognized and respected. It includes 

self-esteem and a desire to leave a legacy.

The need for freedom is about having choices, being independent and autonomous. Freedom is about being able to move 

freely without restriction. Creativity is a part of this need, too.
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